
 

Aging gracefully in the rainforest
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Three generations of Tsimane. Credit: Paul Hooper.

The Tsimane of Bolivian Amazonia aren't so different from the people
living around you. Most adults live to 70, a few even to 90. They start
aging in their 30s, just like we do. And for the Tsimane, the onset of
physical aging isn't really tantamount to decline. Between the ages of 40
and 60, many individuals reach a social and economic peak when hard
work and life experience bear their fruit.
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In an article that appears in the current issue of Evolutionary
Anthropology, researchers synthesize over 15 years of theoretical and
empirical findings from long-term study of the Tsimane forager-
farmers. This project—the Tsimane Health and Life History
Project—sought to understand the human life course outside the context
of industrial civilization. It followed a number of complex variables,
from biomarkers related to health and aging, to surveys of social status,
to observations of economic productivity.

"This project is really an example of big data outside the narrow
industrialized context," explains co-author Paul Hooper, an
anthropologist based at the Santa Fe Institute. "The story the Tsimane
bear out, through a mountain of data, is the story of all humanity. It's the
ability of a human to produce resources and support the people that they
care about later in life, in the 40s, 50s, and 60s."

Hooper credits adaptation, experience, and maturation for bringing
about these late-life benefits. Although their physical strength peaks in
their 20s, Tsimane men in middle and older age adapt by devoting less
time to hunting and more to horticulture. Tsimane women divide their
time between horticulture, food processing, and childcare. While less
physically demanding than hunting, horticulture is productive enough
that Tsimane between 40 and 70 wind up producing the majority of
calories for their extended families. And, because members of older
generations are identified as being the best storytellers and advisors,
their social stock also rises with age.
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Summary of data types and sample sizes. Color of bars refers to data type. From
top to bottom: behavioral observations (O), experiments (E), interview,
laboratory/clinical. Data points are distributed along the x‐axis according to the
year of their collection a reflects household‐level data; otherwise data are at the
individual level. Credit: Santa Fe Institute

"We were able to see that as adults age and their bodies become weaker,
instead of ceasing to be productive, folks adaptively shift their behavior
into arenas where their aging bodies perform quite well," Hooper
explains.

From an evolutionary standpoint, the findings suggest that human fitness
cannot be measured outside of complex social and intergenerational
contexts; that our relatively long human lifespans may have evolved to
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maximize not only individual survival, but also the survival of children
and grandchildren. Aging, then, can be understood as a passing of
resources and wisdom to the next generation.

"There is a sense in which the rate at which our bodies age is different
for different functionalities," Hooper says. "These are things natural
selection has been playing with for eons. In late middle age, adults are
still riding high in terms of contributions to subsequent generations. The
reality of aging, particularly for humans, is that there's a potential for
really high performance and quality of life remarkably late into the aging
process."

The Tsimane also offer important lessons for modern living. Despite the
harshness of their environment, a combination of physical fitness, lean
diet, and immune assault seem to give the Tsimane the best heart health
observed in any human population.
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Age profiles of caloric production, net food transfers to children and
grandchildren, physical strength, and mortality. Though physical growth and
strength peak in early adulthood, food production ability peaks in the fifth
decade of life. Transfers to children peak by around age 40, while those to
grandchildren peak in the 60s. Horticulture increases the productivity of older
adults more than would be expected among hunter‐gatherers. By the age of 70
years, productivity and transfers decline while mortality increases rapidly.
Credit: Santa Fe Institute

"Tsimane have minimal obesity, hypertension, diabetes and peripheral
arterial disease. Our most recent finding based on CT scans of the heart
reveals very minimal heart disease, despite high levels of inflammation
and the ubiquity of heart disease worldwide," says Michael Gurven, a
professor of anthropology at the University of California, Santa Barbara,
and co-director of the Tsimane Health and Life History Project since its
inception in 2002.

Though the precise cause of their cardiometabolic health is not yet clear,
Gurven explains that their studies show that the sum total of behaviors
comprising the Tsimane lifestyle protects them from the major chronic
diseases that are leading causes of death in the industrialized world.

Long-term studies of isolated subsistence populations like the Tsimane
are extremely rare, but have much to offer. Gurven explains, "How
people age in a preindustrial context – from physical condition, health,
memory, immune defenses and the myriad other ways that we have
measured –sheds light on what features of the aging process may be
universal. Which are more modifiable, and which are due to rapid
changes in our environment and lifestyle?"

  More information: Michael Gurven et al. The Tsimane Health and
Life History Project: Integrating anthropology and biomedicine, 
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